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'HUSH-A-BYE BABY' 

-3( FREE * 
design inside 

to make 

A DOLL'S 

ROCKING CRA D LE 

L
IT TLE girls like to treat their 
favourite dolly or Teddy as true-to-
ife .as possible, and the provision of 

somewhere for the little playmate to 
sleep is, therefore, a 'must'. 
This cradle is ideally suited for the 

purpose. Safely tucked in, dolly can be 
gently rocked to sleep by her little 
mistress. And for dad the makeup of the 
cradle is quite simple. The main parts 
are of ¡in, wood, and the decorative 
overlays depicting little fauns dancing 
to the merry pipes of Pan are cut from 
*in. wood. 

An ideal suggestion as a 

Christmas gift for a little lady 
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The cradle is of quite solid con-
struction and ensures a lasting toy which 
will stand a lot of hard wear. Almost 
20ins. long, it is big enough to accom-
modate all but the largest doll. 
Make a start by tracing the various 

parts from the design sheet and trans-
ferring their outlines by carbon paper on 
to the appropriate thicknesses of wood. 
Cut them all out with the fretsaw, 
taking particular care with the joints, so 
as to ensure tight fits. Make a test 
assembly and clean up thoroughly with 

• Continued on page 130 
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Simple science experiments 

ELECTRIC WELDING 

H
AVE you ever watched a black-
smith joining together the ends of 
two bars of iron? He heats both 

ends in a fire until they are red hot and 
then hammers them together. They can 
be joined much better and much more 
quickly by using electricity. The process 
is called electric welding. It has now 
developed into a highly important in-
dustrial process for joining together 
rails and plates which formerly had to be 
drilled and riveted. 

If you have made the model trans-
former previously described, you should 
now make another special secondary 
coil to use with it for this exercise. This 
secondary coil is illustrated here. Make 
a plywood coil former (A) to fit over the 
core of the transformer and fix to it a 
piece of sheet brass or aluminium (B) 
drilled to take two terminals as illus-
trated. 
Make a coil of about six turns of cop-

per about *in. in diameter, flatten out 
and drill the ends of the wire to fit on the 
terminals. The terminals must be insu-
lated from the metal plate with mica 
washers as shown. You can make these 
washers from a piece of sheet mica from 
a worn out electric iron. The copper 
wire should not touch the plywood coil 
former as it becomes very hot in use. 
The voltage between the terminals of 

the six turn secondary coil is calculated 
by multiplying the mains voltage (230) 
by the ratio of the number of turns in 

the secondary to the number of turns in 
the primary coil; counting this for con-
venience as 1,800 turns, this would be 

6 1 
= — x 230 volts 

1,800 300 
=0.8 volts. 

Now if 5 amperes are flowing through 
the primary coil, the power will be 
230 x 5 = 1,150 watts. Assuming no loss 

MICA 
MASHER 

MSS OR 
ALUMINIUM 

THICK 
COPPER MIRE 

of power in the secondary, the current 
flowing in the secondary coil will be 

1,150 watts — 1,438 amperes. 

0.8 volts 
and since the heat generated in an 
electric conductor is proportional to the 
(current)2, great heat is generated in the 
six turn coil. 
Whenever you are using the current 

from the mains you should always take 
great care to see that all wires are 
properly insulated and take the ad-
ditional precaution of having your 
apparatus checked by your science 
teacher or an experienced electrician 
before trying it out. 

For the welding experiment you 
should use two iron nails. Fix them in 

the terminals as shown, place the weld-
ing coil over the core of the transformer, 
connect the primary coil of the trans-
former to the mains, place the choke in 
position, clamp it down on the core, and 
then switch on the current. Where the 
ends of the nails are touching they be-
come red hot, then white hot, there are 
showers of sparks, and the ends of the 

nails fuse together, switch off the cur-
rent, allow the nails to cool, and then 
remove them from the coil. Your two 
nails will now be one. 

This method of welding by striking an 
arc between metal poles is now greatly 
used for welding iron and steel. The 
operator must have his eyes and face 
protected by .a mask with a deep blue 
glass window and his hands protected 
by gloves, for the iron arc gives out 
showers of white hot sparks and a 
blinding light injurious to the eyes. 
Most Technical Colleges now have 

classes to train electric welders. (T.A.T.) 

• Continued from page 129 

Completing the Doll's Rocking Cradle 

glasspaper. It will be noted that the 
sides (pieces 2) and the bottom slats 
(pieces 3) are not shown full size on the 
design sheet, and they have to be 
extended to the measurements given 
there. 
To assemble the cradle, glue the sides 

(2) and slats (3) in position on one end 
(1), and then glue the other end in place. 
The relevant positions of the pieces when 
gluing together are shown in Fig. I. 
Glue on the overlays and when all is 

dry give an application of brush polish 
all over. Then paint the overlays as 
desired and finally give all a coat of 
clear varnish or lacquer. - 
And now Mum can start making the 

mattress, pillows and coverings. 

KIT 3238 

Panels of planed 

wood for making the 

Doll's Rocking 

Cradle are included 

in Hobbies Kit No. 

3238, price 19/6, and 

obtainable from 

branches or Hobbies 

Ltd, Dereham, 

Norfolk. 

(post free) 
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CRYSTAL receivers require no 
batteries or mains, and no ad-
ditional licence, but will provide 

satisfactory headphone volume when 
used up to 100 miles or so from a 
B.B.C. transmitter. This means that the 
local station can normally be heard well. 
In many parts of the country, two or 
more stations may be received at 
sufficient volume. 
A crystal set is thus of definite 

practical use, for bedroom or individual 
listening. The one described here has a 
tapped coil for tuning, thus eliminating 
the variable condenser often fitted, and 
which is the most expensive item. It is 
easily built upon a piece of ebonite, 
paxolin, or plywood Sins. square. The 
other parts required are as follows:— 
Cardboard or paxolin tube 1-1- ins. to 

2ins. in diameter and 3-}ins. to 4ins. long. 
A 2 oz. reel of 32 to 38 S.W.G. insu-
lated wire. A 'crystal diode' or other 
form of crystal detector. One doz. small 
bolts, with eighteen nuts. (Or four bolts 
may be replaced by terminals). A few 
small scraps of wood and metal. 
Woodscrews and washers. 

Panel drilling 

Ebonite or paxolin is used as it 
stands, but plywood is best given a coat 
of varnish, to keep out damp. The 
electric currents present are extremely 
small, and dampness will reduce volume. 
Four holes are drilled about ¡in. from 

the front edge, for aerial, earth and 
phone terminals, as shown in Fig. 1. 
The position of the selector arm pivot 
bolt is then marked, and seven other 
holes are drilled in a llins. radius from 
here. Eight further small holes are then 
drilled in the position the coil will 
occupy, for the tappings. 
The crystal diode is connected be-

tween aerial and phone terminals as 
indicated in Fig. 1. It is worth using a 
new detector, as the receiver cannot 

Crystal Receiver 

.tN MIDI TANCE 

TUNED SET 

Described 

by 

F. G. Rayer 

work well if this part is faulty. Most 
detectors of this kind are fitted with wire 
ends, which are simply clamped under 
the terminals. 

Tuning coil 

The diameter of the former, gauge of 
wire, and number of turns are all not 
critical, but a former about l¡ins. in 
diameter will be convenient. The coil 
may be wound for Medium Waves only, 
unless the Long Wave Light Programme 
is well received in the locality, in which 
case winding can be for both M.W . and 
L.W. 

PHONES AERIAL EARTH 
Fiv I - 

Wire of about 30 S.W.G., enamel 
covered, is satisfactory for M.W. The 
wire is anchored by passing it through 
two very small holes, as in Fig. 2, this 
being point I. About 45 turns are then 
wound on, and a loop made for point 2. 
After a further 10 turns, point 3 is made, 
with another loop for point 4 after 

another 10 turns. A further 10 turns 
give point 5. About 12 turns are then 
wound on, to point 6, with about 13 
turns to point 7, and 20 turns to point 8, 
which is the end of the coil. This gives 
120 turns in all. 
The loops 2 to 7 are made by twisting 

the wire, leaving it long enough to reach 
the various contact bolts. A touch of 
Durofix will hold the turns secure where 
these loops are made. The wire must not 
be broken anywhere in the coil, and all 
turns throughout must be in the same 
direction. As the selector is moved 
round, it will be possible to choose 45, 
55, 65, 75, 87, 100, or 120 turns. 
The finished coil is mounted as shown 

in Fig. 3, the loops and two ends passing 
down through the holes, and terminating 
at the contact bolts as shown in Fig. 4. 

If a coil for both M.W . and L.W. is 
required, thinner wire will be required, 
so that enough turns can be accommo-
da ed. The M.W. section already de-
scrled occupies one end of the former, 
as n Fig. 1. Towards the other end, the 

FIL'. 2 
%lechltrei ha‘, 

11 

long wave windings are placed, turns 
wound in compact piles. Each pile will 
require about 120 turns, and two piles 
are necessary, as shown in Fig. I. There 
will thus be 360 turns in all (including 
the 120 on the M .W . section). Tappings 
are made at the following numbers of 
turns:-55, 65, 80, 100, 120, for M.W ., 
and 260, 300, and 360 turns, for L.W. 
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Selector 
A small strip of thin metal is pivoted, 

lock nuts holding the pivot bolt secure, 
as shown in Fig. 3. A washer or two will 
help to secute a smooth action, and if a 
spring washer is available, this is in-
cluded under the bolt head. The selector 

localities the local station will be heard 
at enough volume with an indoor aerial. 
For the latter, thin insulated wire may 
be used, extended along two or three 
walls of the room near the ceiling. There 
is no point in doubling the wire back 
along itself to secure greater length. 

COIL BOLT SPRING WASHER 

SELECTOR 
LOCK 
NUTS 

SMALL WOODEN BLOCK 

Fig. 3—Coil mounting and selector 

arm is bent so that it presses on the bolt 
heads, and it can be rotated to contact 
any one of the seven bolts. 
The remaining connections are seen 

from Fig. 4 — a lead from pivot bolt to 
earth, and earth to phone terminal. 
Some of the coil wire will be suitable. 
All joints must be sound, the insulation 
being scraped away carefully. Four small 
feet, made by sawing +in. lengths of 
dowel, and gluing them to the corners 
as indicated, are then fitted. 

Using the set 
Aerial, earth and phone leads are 

connected up as shown in Fig. I. An 
out-door aerial is best, as high as can be 
arranged, well insulated at suspension 
points, and clear of walls, roof, and 
other earthed objects. However, in many 

Fig. 4—Underneath connections 

Indoor aerials are often quite satis-
factory in upstairs rooms, but are not 
suitable for long-distance reception, or 
for listening in buildings with a metal 
fabric. 
Some kind of earth is very desirable. 

This lead should pass by a short route to 
a metal spike driven into the earth, or to 
a descending water pipe. If adding the 
earth lead does not greatly increase 
volume, then the earth is not efficient. 
Tuning is carried out by moving the 

selector arm, as mentioned. When the 

best number of turns has been selected, 
volume will be at maximum. The correct 
position will depend upon the wave-
length of the local station, and the 
characteristics of the aerial/earth system. 

For proper results, phones of suitable 
type must be used. Unfortunately, some 

advertisers of ex-service equipment sup-
ply headphones which were never 
intended for such purposes, and which 
only give weak results. Such phones 
should be refused. They are of low 
resistance, and no crystal set can work 
properly with them. The correct type of 
phones will have coils with windings of 
500 to 4,000 ohms resistance. The low-
resistance phones may be of only 10 to 
100 ohms resistance, and their magnets 
have so few turns that volume will 
always be very poor. 

e Continued from page 133 

Chemistry Experiments 
hydrogen and oxygen as sucrose, but is 
much less sweet. 

Put about 100 c.c. of milk in a 
separating funnel (Fig. 1) and let it 
stand overnight undisturbed. The cream 
rises to the surface and the milk beneath 
may be separated from it by opening 
the tap and closing it again when the 
decreamed milk has not quite all run 
through. Add dilute acetic acid to the 
decreamed milk until you have curds 
suspended in a clear liquid (whey). 
Filter off the curd through fine cotton 
and evaporate the filtrate to dryness on 
the water-bath. The remaining solid is 
crude lactose. 

Dissolve a little of this in water and 
warm it with a few drops of Fehling's 
solution. As with glucose, cuprous oxide 
appears. 
Why are carbohydrates so called? 

Heat a little sugar in a dry test tube, 

arranging that a little anhydrous copper 
sulphate lies a short distance from the 
sugar (Fig. 2). The sugar turns brown, 
then black. At the same time drops of 
liquid condense farther along the tube 
and turn the anhydrous copper sulphate 
blue, showing that water was given off 
from the heated sugar. When the tube 
has cooled, carefully remove the copper 
sulphate and tip out the black residue. 
Heat it on a crucible lid. It burns away. 
It is, in fact, carbon. Repeat this test 
with starch, glucose and lactose. The 
result is the same in each case. 

Parlour trick 
Carbohydrates, then, contain water 

and carbon. When we remember that 
salts containing water of crystallisation 
are called hydrates, it is easy to see the 
connection in 'carbohydrate'. Actually, 
the proportion of hydrogen and oxygen 

to each other in the carbohydrates is 
exactly that required for the formation 
of water under suitable conditions. 

Should you go out to tea and find 
lump sugar on the table, there is a 
chemical parlour trick with which you 
can amuse your friends. Take two lumps 
of sugar, hold them in shadow and strike 
them together with a rubbing motion. 
They will produce flashes of light just 
like two flints! (L.A.F.) 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

* Next week details will be given for * 

le making a very handy newspaper 4. 

and magazine rack which can also * 

be used as a table. With Christmas 

only a few weeks away we shall 

* also print patterns for fretwork * 

* cutouts on this theme. 4. 

4. 4.4.4.4.4.* * * * 
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SCIENTISTS have proved that a 
balanced diet is important for 
health. Carbohydrates and pro-

teins are, for instance, much heard of 
these days. Flour contains both carbo-
hydrate and protein, and so our an-
cestors were wise before their time in 
their belief that bread is the staff of life. 

Other cereals, potatoes, and many 
vegetables and fruits contain carbo-
hydrate in the form of starch. There is a 

CREAM 

but converts it into a sugar in the 
digestive system. This sugar — glucose 
— is then absorbed into the body 
tissues. 

This conversion into glucose takes 
place partly in the mouth under the 
action of a ferment present in the saliva. 
It is most interesting to carry out this 
experiment in a test tube with some of 
your saliva. Imagine you have a slice of 
lemon in your mouth, and you will 
quickly increase the flow of saliva. 
Collect about 5 c.c. in the test tube. 
To this add about one-third the 

volume of starch paste. The latter is 
made by grinding a pinch of starch with 
cold water to a cream and pouring it 
into about half a pint of boiling water. 

SUGAR 

DE-CREAMED MILK , 
RUNNING THROUGH ( ) 

special test for starch, and we can make 
use of this to detect starch in common 
foods. It is based on the fact that starch 
strikes a blue colour with iodine 
solution. 

Put a drop of tincture of iodine on a 
freshly cut slice of potato. A deep blue 
stain appears, showing starch to be 
present. In separate test tubes boil up a 
little flour and a few grains of rice. Add 
a drop of iodine to each. Once more the 
blue colour appears. A slice of unripe 
apple will also give this reaction, but a 
ripe apple will not, since the starch 
changes to sugar during the ripening 
process. 

This last fact is of special interest. It 
shows a close chemical relationship 
between starch and sugar. The body 
does not use its starch intake as such, 

ANHYDROUS 

COPPER SULPHATE 

Leave the test tube aside for an hour or 
more, and then occasionally test a drop 
with iodine solution. A point will come 
when no blue colour will appear, show-
ing starch no longer to be present. It has 
been converted into glucose. 

Glucose is now well known as an 
energy producer. We find it in tablet 
form, powder, in soft drinks and sweets. 
It is present in very considerable amount 
in honey. The solid in crystallised honey 
consists of glucose. Grapes, too, con-
tain it. In fact, glucose was formerly 
known as grape sugar. The sweet 
crystalline grains often found in raisins 
consist of the glucose which has cry-
stallised out of the drying grape juice. 
The glucose in grapes is the substance 
which makes it possible to ferment the 
grape juice into wine. 

EXPERIMENTS 

WITH 

CARBOHYDRATES 

To test for glucose you will need some 
Fehling's solution. Dissolve 1•73 grams 
of copper sulphate in 25 c.c. of water and 
add 0.2 c.c. of dilute ( 10 per cent 
sulphuric acid). In a separate vessel 
dissolve 8.75 grams of Rochelle salt 
(potassium sodium tartrate) and 3 grams 
of sodium hydroxide in 25 c.c. of water. 
Mix the two solutions and keep the 
resultant deep blue solution in a well. 
stoppered bottle. This is Fehling's 
solution. 

Dissolve a pinch of glucose powder in 
a few c.c. of water in a test tube, add a 
few drops of Fehling's solution and 
boil the liquid. A reddish precipitate of 
cuprous oxide appears. 
Now mix some honey with water and 

test it similarly with Fehling's solution. 
Once more the precipitate of cuprous 
oxide appears, and the same result will 
occur if yu use grape juice. 

Ordinary table sugar — or sucrose, as 
chemists call it — is, as we all know, ex-
tracted from the sugar cane or from 
sugar beet. Dissolve some in water and 
heat it with Fehling's solution. No pre-
cipitate of cuprous oxide appears. 
Hence, it is chemically different from 
glucose. 

By heating it with acids first, how-
 ever, it can be induced to split up 

into glucose and another similar 
sugar, known as fructose — the latter 
so called from its occurring in many 
fruits. Make a small amount of sugar 
solution in a test tube, add some 
dilute hydrochloric acid and boil it 
for a few minutes. Neutralise the acid 

by carefully adding sodium hydroxide 
solution until a drop of the mixture 
turns red litmus paper purple, add a 
few drops of Fehling's solution and boil. 
Cuprous oxide is precipitated, showing 
the sugar has been changed to glucose. 

Yeast also effects this change. Indeed, 
it has to do so to provide itself with the 
glucose it needs for its existence when 
placed in a solution containing only 
sucrose. It is on this property which 
yeast has of modifying sugar that the 
production of home-made wines de-
pends, for sugar is always added to 
supplement the deficiency of natural 
glucose. 

Milk, too, provides us with a carbo-
hydrate. This is milk sugar or lactose. It 
contains the same proportions of carbon, 

e Continued on page 132 
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Photographic aid 

A SIMPLE RANGE FINDER 

Q
UITE often a photograph is 
ruined because the photographer 
has incorrectly estimated the 
distance between the camera and 

the subject and the picture is consequent-
ly out of focus. And this defect most 
frequently arises where the camera 
requires adjustment of the focusing 
scale, either on the base or the lens 
barrel. 
You may of course overcome this 

difficulty by purchasing a rangefinder, 
an optical instrument which enables 
you to measure the distances, but prices 
are high. 
Our illustration shows a simple instru-

ment, giving distances in feet, which 
consists only of a strip of white cardboard 
1+ins. wide by 6ins. long and yet is equal 
in accuracy to the bought article. The 
principle of triangulation is used for 
calibrating the scale of distances and 
the best method to adopt will be de-
scribed later. 
No doubt you will be aware that when 

each of the eyes is opened and closed 
alternately an object before you appears 
to skip from side to side. When you 
consider that each eye actually views an 
object from its own position you have the 
explanation for this apparent movement 
of the object. It follows therefore that an 
imaginary triangle is formed between 
the object (being the apex) and the two 
eyes — in one plane — (forming the 
base). This will be seen in Fig. la, 
although the base line is omitted. 
Again, while the distance between the 
eyes and arm length remain constant, 
it is only the distance between the eyes 
and the object which varies. When we 
intercept either line of vision along one 
of the sides of the triangle by means of a 
card, we are able to construct a form 
of measuring instrument. Reference to 
Fig. lb shows that the sighting of 
object 0 by the right eye (RE) is inter-
cepted by the card, but the left eye (LE) 
views the object from the end of the card. 

This then, is the method of using our 
rangefinder. With the card held at arm's 
length, the right eye closed, the objective 
is sighted by the left eye so that the end 
of the card and objective are seen in 
perfect alignment. Now close the left 
eye, open the right eye, reading the 
distance from the calibration recorded 
on the card. There is nothing to go 
wrong with this simple instrument and 
the following instructions will enable 
you to make one. 
Some means must be found of cali-

brating the cardboard and the best way 
is to arrange for a marker in the form 

of a stick to be held at vertical, selected 
distances about a foot from a wall. 
Mark a place for a toe line so that all 
measurements are from this point each 
time, measuring off distances for placing 
the marker. Hold the card in the right 
hand at arm's length and here you will 
find it convenient to use the wall as a 
rest. Close the right eye, viewing the 
marker so that the left edge of the card 
appears in perfect alignment. Now close 
the left eye and on opening the right eye 
the marker will have assumed a position 
some distance from the left edge of the 
card. By moving the thumb holding the 
card to this position a pencil line can 
be made. For accuracy it is better to 

when compared with actual practice, 
the difference can be seen when figures 
1 b and lc are compared. 
When all the measurements have been 

duly recorded on the strip of card, 
marks should be ruled in ink and the 
distances added as shown. 
When the rangefinder is used it must 

always be held at arm's length, aimed 
straight at the object, and the measure-
ments will be from the body, that is 
the eyes, to the object and not from the 
card. It is essential to bear this in mind 
if the camera happens to be fixed on a 
tripod, for a reading would be incorrect 
if taken some way in front or behind 
the camera position. 

5 6 81015 25 

OBJECT 

FIG la 

LE RE LE 
test the marking by repeating the process 
a second time. 
The marker is now moved to the 

second position and another reading 
made by the same method. Normally 
it will be found that the most useful 
distances to record are 5ft., 6ft., 8ft., 
10ft., 15ft., and 25ft., and all of these 
can be noted on our simple instrument. 
Of course if your camera has different 
distances on the scale you should prepare 
the rangefinder to fit. It will be seen from 
Fig. lc that the distant object gives a 
reading more to the right. In these 
diagrams the distance between the two 
eyes and the size of the card remain 
constant, and although on a small scale 

READING 
ON 

SCALE 

RE LE RE 
With a little practice you will be able 

to take readings quite quickly, the 
speed overcoming any unsteadiness of 
the hand holding the card. It then only 
remains for you to adjust the focusing 
scale of the camera to that distance and 
there will be no blurred out-of-focus 
pictures. 
Many will say that they are able to 

judge short distances without the use 
of any instrument, but unfortunately 
it is these short distances which are 
the most difficult to estimate, and the 
nearer the subject to the camera the 
more necessity for accuracy. A range-
finder even of this simple type is far 
better than guessing. (S.H.L.) 
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flanging Stands 

for Bird Cages 

NOT many homes are without a 
pet bird, these days. But a great 
number of bird cages have no 

stand. Yet, they are quite easy to make. 
The wire frame is made of lin. diam. 

round black bar, which any blacksmith 
or coachbuilder will stock. Being soft 
you can almost shape it by hand. 

By E. Capper 

Measure around the outside of your 
cage. Then bend the bar to make a 
similar outline as the cage but larger by 
4ins. on each side and 6ins. at top and 
bottom. This is to allow clearance for 
seed boxes and for the drop made by 
the cage handle on its hook at the frame 
top. 
The bird cage is suspended by a hook 

made of ¡in. diam. bar. It must hang 
exactly at the centre point across the top 
of the frame. It is prevented from 
'wandering' by resting in a slight hollow 
filed across the top framing (A). 
The main upright of the stand is made 

of I lin. prepared deal. A 4in. length of 
scrap tubing, with an inside diam. 
of between lin.— lin., connects the 
framing to the upright. The two ends of 
the framing are inserted into the tube to 
a depth of approx. 2ins. Then the tube 
is flattened at this end only, in a vice 
or with hammer blows, to hold the two 
bar ends securely. The top of the deal 
upright is then rounded to make a drive 

fit into the other and round end of the 
tube, again to a depth of approx. 2ins. 
The crossed legs are also made of 

nins. deal. A simple halving joint is 
used at their intersection and a 2in. 
wood screw holds them together, 
screwed through from the underside. 
Added support to the upright is given by 
fixing four angle brackets, screwed into 
position as shown. 
A convenient height from floor to the 

underside of the frame is 3ft. 6ins. 
The four legs should not be less than 
12ins. in length. 
Underneath the near-end of each leg, 

screw in a rubber foot (C). Your stand 
will be more steady and the rubber will 
prevent scratched floors. 
An alternative frame shape is shown at 

(D). The round bar is then 
simply made a drive fit into 
a hole drilled in the top 
of the upright. This shape, 
however, does not look so 
well when carrying a large 
cage. Also, you may have 
to use a larger diameter 
bar because the weight of 
the cage is now carried by 
only half a frame; but less 
material is needed. 
Yet another alternative 

is to fix a wooden platform 
across the top of the upright 
with the use of a further 
four angle brackets as used 
for the legs. Cut ¡in. ply-
wood to a size, 1 in. larger 
all round than the bottom 
of the cage dimensions. 

Collecting Cigar Bands 

W HEN tobacco and cigars were 
introduced into Europe, the 
women thought it a novelty 

to smoke the new cigars. But the tobacco 
stained their fingers, so to avoid losing 
their female customers, enterprising 
manufacturers issued paper strips which 
were wrapped around the cigars to pre-
vent the nicotine staining the smoker's 
fingers. 
The idea caught on and manu-

facturers began to improve the shape, 
colour and design of their cigar bands. 
People saved them to decorate vases, 
jars, plates and so on, and these trinkets 

can sometimes be picked up at auction 
sales of household effects, at antique 
shops, or even on view at hobby shows. 
About the year 1900 hobbyists began 

to collect seriously. Most early speci-
mens became collector pieces. Today, 
America produces about half the bands 
used in the world. A set showing U.S. 
presidents from Washington to Eisen-
hower is in great demand. Issues are 
made in other countries, too; France, 
Germany, Belgium, Holland, to name 
but a few. 

Cigar band production is a highly 
skilled job. Large presses are used and 

magnifying glasses are required to pro-
duce the beautiful and intricate designs. 
And a word about the cigars them-

selves. The finest are made in Havana 
from tobacco raised in the island of 
Cuba, but many of those called Havanas 
come from the U.S.A. Cheroots, which 
are cut off square at each end, are made 
in the East Indies, chiefly at Manila in 
the Philippines; hence the name, Manilas. 
And the boxes? These are made from 

Spanish cedar wood grown in the West 
Indies and Central America. The word 
'cigar' by the way is from the Spanish 
cigarro, the name given at first to a kind 
of tobacco raised in Cuba, but after-
wards used for any kind of tobacco 
made into a roll for smoking. (R.L.C.) 
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S
EAGRASS is the ideal material 
for weaving the seating of small 
chairs as shown in our illustration. 

Moreover, it is quite inexpensive and by 
using two colours, you can make your 
own patterns. The method to be de-
scribed can be accomplished with only a 

FIG 1 

little practice. You will also observe that 
the resulting shape makes a more 
comfortable seat than the flat top. 

For a small chair as shown, using 
No. 3, or ?gin. seagrass, from I lb. to 
14 lbs. will be required. If it is proposed 
to make a design as shown in Fig. 2, 
1 lb. of natural seagrass and I Ib. of 

SEAGRASS 
SEATING 

Described by 

S.H.L. 

brown is required. It will 
be appreciated that these 
amounts may vary a little 
according to the size of the 
seat, although they may be 
taken as a useful guide. 
A shuttle made from a 

strip of plywood 1}ins. 
wide by 8ins. long with V 

notches in each end is advisable for 
beginning the work of weaving. Wind 
about 20ft. of the seagrass on to the 
shuttle before beginning the work. Some 
workers prefer to soak the grass in 
water for about ten minutes to make it 
supple and to improve the tension, but 

RAIL 

FIG 3 FIG 2 

this is optional. It is a wise precaution to 
wear an old pair of gloves whether the 
grass is dry or damp. 
By referring to Fig. 1 you will see how 

the grass is woven round the top of the 
chair, over and under the side rails, from 
corner to corner. 

Tie a knot in the end of the seagrass 
to prevent fraying, fastening to the front 
rail, as shown, with a tack. This should 
be fixed in the centre of the inside of the 

rail near the leg marked 1; take over and 
under the top rail ( B), on the right, then 
over and under top rail (A) where 
started. The cord is then passed over and 
under top rail (C), over and under rail 
(B) and across to ( D). The operation is 
similarly repeated from ( D) to (C), back 
to (A) as shown in the diagram. Each 
long stroke must be pulled tightly as 
woven, but the cross-over stroke is made 
without undue tension in order to main-
tain a true angle at each corner. See that 
each row of grass is well pushed up to 
its neighbour, parallel with the rails and 
at right angles where it crosses. This 
will ensure perfect diagonals. 

Should the chair not be perfectly 
square, and narrower at the back than 
at the front, an extra wrap round the 
front rail will compensate the difference, 
reducing length at the front until it 
coincides with the back rail. You will 
have to use your own judgment in 
connection with this reducing operation. 

It will be appreciated that all joinings 
of the grass must not show on the top — 
where they would be most uncomfort-
able, besides unsightly — and new 

• 

e 

lengths of grass must be tied with a reef 
knot, so as to fall on the underside of the 
seating. 
When about 3ins. of the work has 

been completed all the way round, turn 
the chair upside down and stuff the 
pockets which have been made, due to 
the thickness of the rails, with strips of 
corrugated paper. This also acts as a 
padding besides helping to form a 

e Continued on page 137 
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'And the greatest of these ... ' 

Tim Cain with over 250 puzzles he has made 

W ITH the members of the 
White Crusader Boys' Move-
ment it is not a question of 'so 

many shopping days to Christmas' but 
'so many gift-making days to Christmas' 
because the lads of this excellent youth 
organization create happiness for many 
orphaned and needy children each 
Christmas by sending them gifts of toys 
and jig-saw puzzles which they have 
made during the past year. . 
Armed with their Hobbies Gem 

machines some of these gallant young 
workers have attained remarkable prow-
ess in fretcutting interlocking jig-saw 
puzzles, and, undoubtedly, the most 
outstanding of these industrious teen-
agers is young Tim Cain. Aged 15, he 
has been a member of the club for four 
years, and, apart from sickness or 
holiday, has never missed a night of 
fretwork. In his sincere desire to help 
the orphans and children for whom 
Christmas would otherwise be just 
another day, he has made 17,520 jig-saw 
puzzles since he joined the club, in-
cluding in this wonderful total, what are 
claimed to be the world's largest and 
smallest puzzles. 

Quite naturally young Tim has at-
tained great facility in his work, and, 
using one of the club's Gem machines, 
his speed has become quite remarkable. 
As an instance of this he is able to com-
plete two interlocking jig-saw puzzles 

during the playing of one 78 r.p.m. 
record. 
Tim Cain has frequently been chal-

lenged by other teenagers, each working 
on an identical Gem machine, but, so 
far, no one has beaten him for speed. It 
will be interesting to hear whether any 
young reader of Hobbies Weekly has 
attained such a noteworthy standard of 
speed combined with accuracy and 
neatness of work. 

All this is yet another glowing in-

stance of the great value of a hobby — 
something which keeps a youth from 
street corners and hours of dangerous 
idleness. A hobby which gives him an 
interest in creative work which satisfies 
his urge, however latent or apparently 
hidden, his urge to build, to make, to 
achieve — an urge, which denied or 
unfulfilled, may easily lead to frustra-
tion, lack of balance, distortion, hence 
unhappiness. 
Tim Cain and his clubmates have 

found great happiness in making for 
others. They have found balance of 
mind and body for themselves through 
their practical charity. Theirs is a hobby 
endowed with great dignity and virtue. 

Workshop ambition 

The latest activities of the Movement 
have taken its young members into the 
evangelical field, and, under their 
leader and founder, 'Skip' Cliff Tillett, 
the boys have attended at various 
churches throughout the country. With 
their ' skipper' preaching in the churches 
visited, the boys are giving displays of 
jig-saw puzzle making from Gospel 
pictures, and their crusade has at-
tracted great interest in Manchester, 
Warwick and centres as far removed 
from each other as Yorkshire and Kent. 

Having lost their headquarters in 
Kensington, their 1957 quest is to 
acquire a large furniture van and con-
vert this into a workshop on wheels. 
With this mobile unit they will park on 
bomb sites or car parks and train local 
lads to make gifts for the children. 
We feel sure that all hobbyists will 

join with us in wishing these modern 
crusaders all the success they so richly 
deserve. 

•Continued from page 136 

Sa grass Seating 
nicely bevelled finish to the seat. 

After padding you may continue 
weaving as before, but as you approach 
the centre you may find it more difficult 
to use the simple shuttle. The alterna-
tive is to discard the shuttle making the 
grass into the form of a hank and pulling 
through, finally finishing underneath 
with a reef knot, tying the end to one of 
the cords on the other half of the seat, 
tucking away under adjoining cords. 
The finished seat of natural grass is 

shown in the photograph, but in Fig. 2 
you are given an alternative. Here you 
would require 1 lb. of natural grass and 
+lb. of the brown (or any shade 
selected for the secondary colour). The 
method of weaving is just the same but 

start with six rows of natural, four of 
brown, two in natural, two in brown 
and the balance in natural. 

Fig. 3 shows another design, but here 
no specific number may be given. All 
that is necessary is to cover approxi-
mately one third of the rails, from one 
end, in one colour and the balance in 
another colour when the design shown 
will result. 
The method is quite simple and more 

difficult to describe than perform. To 
make a successful job you should 
endeavour to maintain an even tension 
throughout. Keep the cords close and 
parallel, and if the work has to be laid 
aside before finishing, leave the cords 
tight by fastening the loose end to a leg. 
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In the Workshop 

Care and Use of Planes 

Hobbies' jack plane, 17ins. long with 21m, double iron, price 3216 

NO handyman's tool kit would be 
complete without the provision 
of at least one plane. This can 

either be a wooden or steel one as 
desired. Most people nowadays prefer 
to have steel planes because they are 
handier and more easily adjusted. How-
ever, there is no need to despise wooden 
planes on account of these points; if 
they are given regular attention and 
properly used they will give you good 
service. 

By Finlay Kerr 

There are many different types of 
planes on the market each having a 
particular job to do. For the home 
handyman, however, two types are 
sufficient at the beginning: namely a 
jack plane and a smoothing plane. 
Other types of planes for special jobs 
such as grooving, moulding, rebating, 
etc., may be obtained later on as the 
need arises. 
The jack plane is used for preparing 

wood from its rough state. A wooden 
jack plane is usually about 14ins. to 
16ins. long, with a 2in. or 21in. cutting 
iron. The sizes of steel jack planes are 
similar to wooden ones. When using a 
jack plane, grip the handle firmly with 
your right hand and press the nose down 
with your left hand, so that the cutting 
iron is always kept in close contact with 
the wood. The pressure should be 
gradually released towards the end of 
each stroke. Care should be taken to 
ensure that the plane is kept at right 
angles to your work, particularly when 
planing thin timber. 
The second type of plane which is 

required by the handyman is a smooth-
ing plane which is used for 'finishing off' 
your work after it has been 'trued up' 
with the jack plane. When using a 
wooden smoothing plane for the first 
time you may find it a little awkward to 

use, but this will soon vanish once you 
become more experienced with it. A 
steel smoothing plane is much easier to 
handle and should present no difficulty 
to the beginner. They are usually made 
about 10ins, long, with a 2in. or 21m. 
cutting iron. A screw mechanism is 
fitted on the upper part to enable the 
blade to be easily adjusted. 

It is often a temptation to use a 
smoothing plane as an 'all-round-
jobber', particularly by handymen who 
possess only one plane. This practice, 
however, is not to be recommended. The 
cutting blade of a smoothing plane is 
made much finer than the blade of a jack 
plane, so if it is used constantly for 
rough work it will wear more rapidly. It 
is better to keep your smoothing plane 
for fine work and to do all rough 
planing with your jack plane. 

Hobbies' smoothing plane, nins. long 
with 2in. double iron, price 1716 

Although it is not essential, a trying 
plane is sometimes very useful for 
'shooting' the long edges of boards and 
for jointing. A trying plane is simply a 
larger and heavier version of a jack 
plane normally about 22ins. long, with a 
2+in. blade. 
Wooden planes are nearly always 

made from beech. After purchasing a 
wooden plane it should be thoroughly 
soaked in raw linseed oil before using. 
This keeps the wood in an excellent 
condition, and also gives it a shining 
appearance. Many tool stores soak the 

planes for their customers for a small 
fee. 

If you want to get the maximum 
amount of service from your planes, 
then the cutting irons must be kept 
really sharp. The irons of steel planes 
can be removed for sharpening simply 
by unfastening the locking device on top. 
To remove the irons from a wooden jack 
plane, hold the plane in your left hand 
and strike the nose of the plane a sharp 
blow with a hammer or mallet on the 
upper surface. At the same time, pull out 
the holding wedge with the thumb of 
your left hand. Sometimes a wooden 
button is fitted at the front for striking 
with the hammer to prevent damage 

Hobbies' 
grooving 
plane, with 
three irons, 
¡in., ?gin. and fin. wide, price 251-

being caused to the plane. When re-
moving the irons from a wooden 
smoothing plane, hold the plane in your 
left hand and strike the rear end sharply. 
The cutting edge of a plane iron has 

two distinct angles; a grinding angle and 
a sharpening (or setting) angle. These 
are approximately 25 degrees and 
35 degrees respectively, depending on 
the type of timber you are working with. 
A plane for use on softwoods requires to 
be sharpened more acutely than one 
that is to be used on hardwoods. New 
irons are always ground to the proper 
angle when they are bought, and under 
normal use, do not require regrinding 
for some time. 
When sharpening a plane iron, use a 

good quality oilstone. The best type of 
oilstone for the handyman to get is a 
two-sided stone; one side coarse and the 
other side fine. Apply a few drops of 
thin oil to the stone and then rub the 

• Continued on page 140 
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TV ROUNDABO UT No. 3179 

As on TV. Goes round with the IC 
music. Movement No.1, 18,3 extra 

MUSICAL 
Kits by 
with a ne% er-
failing appeal 
Delightful, practical novelties which 
play the tune of your choice. 
Kits and musical movements from 
branches, etc., or post free by using 
coupon. 

******************* 
* * 
* Choose from these tunes * 
* No. 1 Movement (18/3) * 
* .1 Bells of St. Mary's * 
* K Moulin Rouge * 
* L Vienna, City of my Dreams 

M Jingle Bells * 
* * 
* No. 2 Movement (19/10) 

* 
* R Happy Wanderer 

S Teddy Bear's Picnic * 
* * No. 3 Movement (( 7/6) 
* T Clementine * MUSICAL TAVERN. No. 3222 
* U Here we go round the Mulberry Bush * A savings box which plays a tune when a coin is in-
* * serted. 
******************* Musical Movement No. 2, 19.'10 extra 9/11  

THE PRACTIAL WAY 

TOY BARREL ORGAN No. 3216 

Also useful as a trinket or cigarette box. 6/11 
Musical movement No. 3, 17.16 extra 

To Hobbies Ltd., Dept. 991, Dereham, Norfolk. 

Please send Kit No. 

Musical Movement (I, K, etc.) 

P.O. for enclosed 

Name 

Address 

//lit AMATEUR S.W. RADIO • MECHANICS 
PHOTOGRAPHY • CARPENTRY, etc., etc.  

of learning RADIO • TELEVISION • ELECTRONICS 

COMPLETE EXPERIMENTAL COURSES 
IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

NEW—Completely up-to-date method of giving instruction in a wide range of 
technical subjects specially designed and arranged for self study at home under the 
skilled guidance of our teachers. 
NEW—Experimental outfits and lesson manuals sent on enrolment remain the student's 
property. Tutor allotted to each student for personal and individual tuition throughout the 
course. 
In radio and television courses, specially prepared components are supplied which teach the 
basic electronic circuits ( amplifiers, oscillators, detectors, etc.) and lead, by easy stages, to the 
complete design and servicing of modern radio and T/V equipment. 
If you are studying for an examination, wanting a new hobby, commencing a career in industry 
or running your own part-time business, these practical courses are ideal and may be yours for 
moderate cost. 
Fill in the coupon to-day forafree Brochure.There is no obligation whatsoever. CO U R S ES F R OM 

15 i• PER MONTH 
SUBJECTS INCLUDE :— 
Radio • Electronics • Television Equipment Mechanics 
Chemistry • Photography Electricity • Woodwork • Electrical 
Wiring • Draughtsmanship • Art- ShortWave Radio • Oscilloscope 
also many other Home Study Courses without equipment. 

The only Howie Study College run by a World-

I  wide industrial organisation.  

INSTITUTES 

Courses with equipment 
enable you to amyl. construct and urnes. 

• 2-stage radio •quiprn•nt 

• 3-stage T.R.F. circuits 

• Television equipm•nt 

• Workshop Test Pan•I 

• Oscilloscope 

• 5 valv• 3-waveband sup•rh•t circuit 

POST THIS TODAY 
I E.M.I. INSTITUTES. Dept. Slg . London. W.4 

I 
1 NAME .. 

(if under 21) 

I ADDRESS BLOCK 
1 I am interested in the following subject(s) with/without equipment , 

CAPS 1 
I ) PLEASE I 

(We shall not worry you with Perron.' visits). 20/11/57 ICU 



Nature's ' lace' 

Bleached Skeleton Leaves 
we-5511141Pa 

leele 
TOLE 

ANYONE who likes the country-
side can always find something in 
nature in which to take an active 

interest. How many people, for instance, 
would believe that some leaves, after 
they have changed colour and dropped 
off the branches, if left to the elements, 
shed their covering and reveal the deli-
cate pattern of the veins, making beauti-
ful skeleton leaves, as dainty as lace. 

February onwards is the best time to 
look for, the leaves, with the outer 
covering washed off by the winter 
weather. They are often found near the 
trees, blown into little clumps. 

As they are brown in colour and look 
more effective if bleached white, a dilute 
solution of 'Parazone' or similar can be 
used, leaving the leaf in the mixture for 
about three to five minutes or until it 
changes colour. It should then immedi-
ately be rinsed thoroughly in clean water, 
before drying. This is necessary to pre-
vent deterioration. 

An unusual effect is ob-
tained if varnish is sprayed 
onto the leaf. A spray 
diffuser should be used, 
because unless the varnish 
is very thin the leaf will fall 
to pieces when it is lifted 
out of the solution. Tweez-
ers are best used to handle 
the leaf. 

If a coloured picture is 
painted or stencilled on the 
varnished surface, or a 
transfer is used a very 
decorative effect can be 
imparted to glass topped 

articles like handmade 
wood tables and dressing 
tables or sideboards. 

Table mats are another 
ornamental medium for 
your finished leaf. 
Lampshades with a plain 

surface are an ever popular 
item which show this 
craft to advantage. 
Wood or painted tins to 

be used for litter can be en-
livened by using these pic-
tures glued on the surface. 
A different type of greet-

ings card and calendar can 
be made by attaching your 

leaf or leaves in your own design to 
cards made by yourself or to the plain 
ones sold ready for this purpose. 

Experiments should be made with 
different paints to determine the best 
medium as some do not cover success-
fully over the varnished leaf. A thin 
transparent cellulose type of glue is best 
for sticking the varnished leaves on to 
the various articles. 

Silver birch, oak, blackberry and 
blackcurrant leaves are some to look out 
for. You need not wait for them to shed 
their covering, but collect them in the 
autumn and have them out in the open. 
Thus you should eventually store up a 
reserve supply of skeleton leaves. ( M.C.) 

«WWI/ 
IMP 4464eNfD 

/II Air myself», 
name mum Aware« 
NOWINI0 
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The Care of Planes 
iron backwards and forwards several 
times, remembering to keep it at the 
required sharpening angle. If you find it 
rather difficult to keep the iron held at 
the proper angle, then special sharpen-
ing guides can be purchased to help you 
overcome this difficulty. These are 
obtainable from any tool store. After 
this, turn the iron over, lay it flat on the 
oilstone and give it a few light strokes to 
remove the burr from the back. 

It should be noted that the shape of 
the cutting edge is very important. For a 
jack plane, the cutting edge should be 
rounded off very slightly, so that the 

effective part of the iron is at the centre, 
and there is no chance of the corners 
tearing into the wood. For smoothing 
planes, however, the cutting edge should 
be square and straight except for a very 
slight rounding off of each corner. 
When a plane is not being used, the 

cutting iron should always be retracted 
to avoid accidental damage. Alternatively, 
lay it down on its side. Remember, 
unnecessary blunting means unnecessary 
sharpening. 

Before planing, ensure that your 
timber is free from nails, bolts, etc., 
which may damage your plane. This 

precaution is particularly important 
when working with second-hand timber. 
Painted surfaces should always be 
scraped first before being planed. 

Finally, always keep your planes well 
oiled. Not only will this keep them 
looking their best, but it will make your 
planing much easier. Like any other 
tool, a plane which is well kept and 
functions efficiently, is always a joy to 
use and a credit to its owner. 

SOLUTION TO CROSSWORD No. 10 
PUBLISHED LAST WEEK 

Across: I. Doctor, 4. Pumps, 7. Columbia, 8. 
Night, 9. Static, II. Ostrich, 13. Imprint, 15. 
Alight, 18. Plaid, 19. Initials, 20. Tithe, 21. Nettle, 
Down: 1. Docks, 2. Taunt, 3. Rubicon, 4. Planet, 
5. Mangling, 6. Stitch, 10. Alphabet, 12. Station. 
13. Import. 14. Iodine, 16. Idiot. 17. Taste. 
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BLUEPRINTS, BRICKS 

MORTAR BRICKPLAYER 
Brickplayer Kit 3 

Brickplayer Kit 4 

Kit 3A converting 

Kit 3 into Kit 4 

Brickplayer Farm Kit 

2000 Bricks Box 

26s. Od. 

48s. 9d. 

26s. Od. 

58s. 3d. 

55s. Od. 

Extra Bricks, Roofing and Cement in low-
priced packs. Windows and doors obtain-
able singly. 

BRICKPLAYER is more than a toy it is the nearest thing 

to real building yet devised. Each Kit comprises mini-

ature bricks in all required shapes, mortar, roofing, plastic 

windows and doors, plans and instruction booklet. All 

models are architect designed to '0' gauge scale. Can be 

permanent or dismantled by merely soaking in water and 

bricks used again and again. Remember, ask for 

BRICKPLAYER and get the real thing! 

COMPETITION Write for details of the grand Brickplayer Competition, in which you can win 

prizes of £21 0 0, £ 10 10 0 and L5 5 0 and a number of consolation prizes. 

At good toy shops, hobby shops and departmental stores. 

If your dealer cannot supply, write for leaflet and address of nearest stockist to . 

J. W. SPEAR & SONS LTD., Dept H. Enfield, Middx. 

YOUR IDEAL XMAS GIFT 
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GritsNUINE Swiss Musical Movements. The 
t and largest selection of tunes in the 

country, lowest prices 16/3 each. Genuine Thorens 
Movements, 22/9 each. All guaranteed. P & P. 9d. 
extra on all orders. — Richardson & Forder, HW, 
5 Chapel Place, White Hart Lane, London, N.17. 

CTAMPS FREE — Empire Packet including 
°Pictorials and Victorians with approvals. — 
Robert J. Peck, 7A Kemp Road, Bournemouth. 

A AKE A MUSICAL BOX for as little as 21/6. 
.a.I.New kits and tunes available. Movements 
14/9 post free. Please send 3d. stamp for free 
illustrated catalogue. — The Swisscross Co., 
Dept. B., 116 Winifred Road, Coulsdon, Surrey. 

IV/HEELS (Hardwood and Rubber Tyred 
VS, Metal). Cot, Pram and Doll's House 
Fittings and Papers. Beads, Transfers, Prints and 
other accessories. Stamp for new lists. (Trade 
supplied.) New address — JOYDEN CO., 
91 Peplins Way, Brookmans Park, Herts. 

100 DIFFERENT stamps free! Request tel. 
upwards discount approvals. — Bush, 

33 Newlyn Way, Parkstone, Dorset. 

T EARN it as you do it — we provide practical 
1.-,equipment combined with instruction in 
Radio, Television, Electricity, Mechanics, 
Chemistry, Photography, etc. — Write for full 
details to E.M.I. Institutes, Dept. HW47, 
London, W.4. 

ODELS. You can make lasting stone-hard 
.tVbnodels with Sankey's Pyruma Plastic 
Cement. Supplied in tins by Ironmongers, 
Hardwaremen and Builders' Merchants. Ask for 
instruction leaflet. 

JILOS ANNUAL Indispensable cyclist's 
,.handbook. Tours, resthouses, money-saving 

hints, 3/, post free. — Burrow, Publishers, 
2 Imperial House, Cheltenham. 

BRASS, COPPER, DURAL, 
ALUMINIUM, BRONZE 

ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP, WIRE 
3,000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES 

No Quantity too small List on Application 

H. ROLLET & Co. Ltd. 
6 CHESHAM PLACE, LONDON, S.W.I 

Also at 
Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds, Birmingham 

ex» nuesave 
Ames* ii7RE 

TERRIFIC 
BREAKING POINT 

GenuineCombat field ser-
vice telephone communi-
cation wire on a drum. 
Rustless. PVC covered. 
Uses include fencing gar-
dens and fields, baling goods and 
heavy parcels, tough suspension lines for all pur-
poses. Use instead of roping — neater, stronger, 
almost everlasting. Fixes almost anything. An 
essential article to have around. 1,000 yard drum, 
terrific breaking point: 9/6. Carr. 3/6. Case of 
6 carr. free. Gov, surplus article cost pounds to 
make, our price is cheaper than string! 

Com-
plete 
trans-
mitting 
and Re-
ceiving 
appar-
atus for 
t w o owner*. 
persons. 
From a few yards to a mile' 
Normal telephone strength. 
No batteries or electricity — 
it just works! Send 12/11, post 
2/1. Ready for use in 5 mins. 
Lists, Binoculars, Watches, Tents, Terms. 
Headquarter & General Supplies Ltd. 

(HOBW/116) 196-200 Coldharbour Lane 
Loughboro June., London, SES Open Sat. 

PVC 
amp 

AMAZING 
.011EQNAIGITSIAING: 

NEW TELEPHONE 
INTERCOM 
Maittu ae STATIC 

ONLY 

1211 

It X INIATURE GARDEN — 20/- 8 trees, 
Vlcontainer, compost, centrepiece, instructs., 

etc. Pygmy Tree Growing, 20/- 8 trees, seeds, 
cuttings, pots, compost, instructs., etc. Wreath or 
Bouquet Making, 20/. either. Frames, wires, 
foils, cards, designs, instructs. Christmas Flower 
Bowls, 20/, flowers, bowls, wires, moss, in-
structs., etc. Books; Minigardens and Pygmy 
Trees, 9d. Stamp all lists. — Station Nurseries 
(HW), Oakengates, (Salop). 

BECOME trained chiropodist. Quick postal 
practical. — GRADUATE SCHOOLS, 

48a Abbey Street, Accrington. 

vnAINTSPRAYING' HANDBOOK. Covers 
J. Car, Industrial & Flock Spraying. 3/6, post 

4d. Catalogue of our Cellulose and Paints and all 
Allied Sundries 3d. — Leonard Brooks Ltd., 
81 Oak Road, Harold Wood, Essex. 

14 CRYSTAL RADIO kit. Easy-to-build 
I 5/ J with only a screwdriver and pliers 
Post free — send 15/6 P.O. ALSO — 1 and 2 
valve kits, headphones, etc. — send stamped 
addressed envelope for complete list to — 
Blanchard's Radio, Dept. HC7, 13 Gainford 
Gardens, Manchester, 10. 

EXTRA-SUPER Free Gift of 25 Russian 
stamps for approval applicants enclosing 3d. 

postage. — Yulwontmor Stamps (Dept. 116), 
29 Layton Avenue, Mansfield, Notts. 

Q ROUMANIAN postage due's free! Request 
u approvals P. & P. 4d. — R. G. Whitehouse, 
218 Stoney Lane, Yardley, Birmingham 25. 

60 STAMPS with approvals, 4d. — Sarah 
House, 16 Mrabat Street, Sliema, Malta. 

X ODEL RAILWAY for sale. Tria Double-0 
1.19.1.with many accessories; excellent condition; 
three engines. Will sell all or part. — Box No. 30, 
Hobbies Weekly, Dereham, Norfolk. 

BOX of 300 mixed coins, English, Colonial, Foreign, £2. — Box No. 31 Hobbies Weekly, 
Dereham, Norfolk. 

1WHITE or piebald mice, 5/3 pair. Cages 7/6; 
' V1, textbook 3/6; list 3d. — Pitt Francis, Mouse 
Farm, Ferndale, Glam. 

NATIVE masks, carvings and curios from 
Africa, Polynesia, New Zealand, wanted. — 

Colthurst, 126 Elgin Crescent, London. W.I I. 

—HOW TO STOP 

I SMOKING 
and permanently overcome that ceaseless craving 
for tobacco. Save money, safeguard health. Send 
stamp for details of the world-famous inexpensive 

Stanley Treatment for tobacco habit 

THE STANLEY INSTITUTE LTD (Dept. 30) 

12 Bridewell Place, London E.C.4 

HEAR A LL CONTINENTS 
With H.A.C. Short-Wave Receivers 

Suppliers for over 18 years of rodio S-W Receivers of quality. 
One-Valve Kit, Price 25/- Two-Valve Kit, Price 50/-
Improved designs with Dance coils. All kits complete with all components, 
accessories and full instructions. Before ordering, call and inspect a demon-
stration receiver, or send stamped addressed envelope for descriptive 
catalogue.. 

Short-Wave Products (Dept. 22), II Old Bond Street, London, W.I. 

SEARCHLIGHT TORCH REAL RADIO 
de luxe Crystal Set 

Colour 
venal Beams 

350 feet 
Range 

7/6 Batteries any shop. Flash or 
permanent on/off switch for 

or. C.6 (2; signalling. Ideal motorists, city,No Batteries. Works anywhere 
boys. Lt. wt. Hanging hook. 4- x 2" x 4. V- P.P. C.O.D. ex. 

MONTROSE PRODUCTS (Dept H.W.I) 623/7 Holloway Road, London, N.I9 

withoul 20/_ 
phones 
Inc. phones 31/. . 
Real Radio Reception - Not a Toy! 
Phones essential. Ideal Bedrooms, 
Invalids. Private listening. No Electri-

A NEW HOBBY ... you must try 

PICTORIAL WINDOW LEADING 

with DECRA-LED 
This fascinating craft of making beautiful stained glass windows is now 
simplified. No glass to cut, no joints to solder. It will give you hours of 
creative pleasure. and profit! 
The NEW PICTORIAL WINDOW LEADING KIT contains - lead, 
cement, five colours, brush, working designs (24" x 181 and full in-
structions. Choice of Galleon, Castle, Bridge or Dutch Boy scenes. 
Price 10/- complete (Plus 1/6 postage). 
Obtain your kit now- full details of all Decra-Led Pro-
ducts and name of nearest stockist from sole makers. 
NORTH WESTERN LEAD CO., LTD., Dept 1, 
J unction Street, Hyde, Cheshire Tel.: Hyde 2003 

Trade Enquiries Invited 

WOOD BENCH VICE 
A strong hardwood vice 
which can be screwed to 
the work bench. A real ser-
viceable tool, well made, 
and fitted with hardwood 
screws. 12ins. long. 
From branches or:-

HOBBIES LTD., 
Dereham, Norfolk 

E TALLER 
In 12 days or money back. New gland and spinal discovery increases 
height 2 to S Inches. 'I have gained 41 inches in height. My weight in-
creased from 9-stone 4-1b. to 10-stone 3+-1b.'—P.D. 'Increased 3 inches.'— 
H.G. Guaranteed harmless. Full course 10/- (or $ 1.50). Air mail 16/3. 
Details 24. Sent under plain cover. J. H. MORLEY. 28 (14/174) Dean Rd. 
London, N.W.2. Practical Courses, all subjects. List free. 
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For ' true' edges 

Useful Glasspaper Block 

— 
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I
T is easy to glasspaper true edges if 
you use the simple tool shown here. 
A piece of glasspaper is clamped 

between the two shaped blocks (A) and 
(B) which are cut from fin. wood. To 
change the glasspaper simply loosen the 
two screws and withdraw the paper. It is 
essential the blocks are cut and fitted 
perfectly square on the working edges. 

(M.P.) 

o 
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YOU CANNOT 
GO WRONG 
WITH A . . . 

y  FRETWORK 
OUTFIT OR 
MACHINE 

REALLY PRACTICAL, LASTING TOOLS 
The most popular fretwork machines and outfits in the world. Made in Hobbies' own factory in Norfolk, and all fully guaranteed. 
A Fretsaw can be used for almost any kind of cutting in wood, composition board, plastic, sheet metal, ieather, card, etc. Any 

outfit or machine will ensure a lasting and useful hobby. 

'CROWN' OUTFIT 

With useful small hand 
frame, spare saws, cutting 
table, drill, instruction 
book, glasspaper block and 
design. A very popular 
outfit. 

22/6 

'Ai' OUTFIT 

The set most beginners de-
mand. Contains a Hobbies 
lever hand-frame, with 
special saw tensioning de-
vice, wide range of tools, 
designs and instruction 
handbook. In deep box, 
15m, square. 

37/6 

THESE ARE TESTED TOOLS 

GUARANTEED 

TO GIVE 

EXCELLENT SERVICE 

THE `CHALLENGE' 
OUTFIT 

Real value for the beginner. It 
contains all the tools necessary 
to make a start. 

13/6 
THE `GEM' MACHINE 
An easy running and reliable 
machine, for all kinds of work. 
With pressed metal legs it is 
lighter than the A.I, but of 
robust construction. 

£5/17/6 30/- 9gns. 

ALL HOBBIES TOOLS FROM BRANCHES, STOCKISTS OR DIRECT 

HOBBIES LTD, DEREHAN, NORFOLK 

'NATIONAL' OUTFIT 
Containing a special comfort-
able grip hand-frame, spare 
saws, cutting table, drill, glass-
paper and holder, designs and 
instruction book. A really 
sound outfit. 

1,1 111111111111ü111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

THE `A.I' MACHINE 
A sturdy machine with cast-metal 
legs. Easy to treadle, smooth 
running and rigid. Provides a 
factory at home for the handyman. 
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